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The Peru People’s Movement, as a generated organization of the Commu-
nist Party of Peru and a consequent defender of the life, health and rights of
Chairman Gonzalo, our Great Leadership, denounces before the international
and national public opinion:

That Peruvian reaction has invented this new hoax, which we denounce,
condemn and crush. This has been done through the government of the
Yankee with Indian hat (Toledo), which is under the direct command of the
CIA and has an absolute control over the press and the hacks in the media
paid by them.

It is false that Comrade Feliciano is to have beaten Chairman Gonzalo
or that there has been any kind of verbal or any other kind of incident
between them. The reason is clear and simple, namely that both Chairman
Gonzalo and Comrade Feliciano are in total isolation, separated from each
other, without any possibility of communicating, neither between themselves
nor with any of the other prisoners at the Callao Naval Base. They do
not receive any visits, even from their relatives. What might be said by
relatives, quasi-relatives, pettifogging lawyers or anyone else in contrary to
the real situation of absolute isolation of both these prisoners of war, is due
to their coordination with the rats of the revisionist and capitulationist right-
opportunist line (ROL) and to their working with reaction, with the CIA, and
in service of this hoax. What the enemy is seeking with this new hoax, is to
divide the Party, sharpen the situation in the prisoners in order to facilitate
their plans for maintaining Chairman Gonzalo and Comrade Feliciano in
absolute isolation and produce a situation propitious to their assassination.
As general Héctor Jhon Caro (ex Chief of the DIRCOTE), said: “...you have
to find a way to continue keeping Abimael Guzmán separated from the rest
of the members of the Shining Path...”
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Chairman Gonzalo, seconded by Comrade Feliciano, is struggling reso-
lutely and heroically, in an exemplary manner, in the highest shining trench
of combat (STC), in the Callao Naval Base, in defense of the principles of
the Party and the People’s War. This is why the enemy is keeping them in
absolute and perpetual isolation. This is why, in spite of it being said that
they have been put at the disposition of a civilian judge, they continue to
be in a concentration camp under military jurisdiction. It is because of this
same reason, and in order to consummate the plans of these bloodthirsty
hyenas, that they continuously and out of nothing invent their already in-
famous hoaxes. On day, they say that Comrade Feliciano is in siding with
“the peace accords” or, what amounts to the same, “is in favor of a political
solution...” and later, they say that Comrade Feliciano is against the “peace
accords,” etc.; another day, the very head of the antiterrorist police, general
Miyashiro, comes out saying that Comrade Feliciano is a traitor, that he is
responsible for “the arrest of Abimael Guzmán,” which is the same thing that
the ROL is saying, which is no coincidence. Everything that the miserable
rats of the ROL say is planned, established and led by reaction under Yankee
command CIA. It is thus the latter that has established the role of the ROL,
their mission.

The Peru People’s Movement calls upon all Parties, organizations and
individuals within or outside of the ranks of the revolutionary Internationalist
Movement to pronounce themselves on this question, demarcating against,
rejecting, denouncing and crushing this new hoax. It is necessary that our
protest, that our denunciation is clear and that it is followed by a massive
wave of protestation in order to crush the plans of reaction that we are
denouncing. We demand the reactivation of the IEC and the activation
or foundation of bases that serve to develop a broader and more elevated
campaign to defend Chairman Gonzalo, and joint to that, to defend Comrade
Feliciano.

Long live Chairman Gonzalo!
Long live Marxism-Leninism-Maoism, Gonzalo Thought!

Long live the Communist Party of Peru!
Long live the People’s War!

Defend the life of Chairman Gonzalo!
Continue the crushing of the revisionist and capitulationist ROL!

Yankee go home!
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We demand the public presentation of Chairman Gonzalo, live
and direct, before the televised media, and that he be allowed to

make a pronunciation!
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